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The Man’s Decree Chapter 747 Too Much Right at that moment, Tessa
felt a strong gust of wind blowing toward her. Frightened, Tessa
stumbled backward and fell to the floor. “Do you know what you lack
compared to the women by Jared’s side now?” Lyanna shot Tessa a
smug smile. “How can you be of use to Jared when you’re nothing but a
pretty face? As for us, not only are we pretty, but we also know martial
arts.

” The wind Tessa felt earlier was the result of Lyanna swinging a punch
at her from a distance.

Lyanna was sick of watching the woman clinging onto Jared.

In truth, Lyanna had fallen head over heels for Jared after spending a
few days with him in Mapleton.

Hence, she was jealous when she saw how Tessa acted in front of him.

“Are you all right, Ms.

Snyder?

” Jared asked hurriedly before helping her up.

Tessa was enraged.

She gritted her teeth and glared at Lyanna.

“I can learn martial arts as well!

Sooner or later, I’ll be better than all of you.

When the time comes, I’ll show you that I’m not just a pretty face.

“ With that, Tessa left the mansion in tears.

Being a superstar, she had never been through such a humiliation.
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After Tessa left, Jared shot Lyanna a helpless look.

“Don’t you think you’ve crossed the line?

” “What’s wrong?

Do you feel bad for her?

What if the person who fell down was me?

Will you be heartbroken as well?

” Lyanna looked at Jared with hopeful eyes while anticipating a straight
answer.

“Uh… I think I have something cooking in the kitchen.

I better go check it out!

” Jared lowered his head and ran toward the kitchen because he didn’t
know how to answer her.

In response, Lyanna pursed her lips and grumbled softly to herself, “I
don’t care how many women you have by your side.

I’ll get my hands on you eventually!

” After a simple dinner, Jared locked himself in his room and cultivated.

He was hoping that with the help of those spiritual stones, he would be
able to rise through a cultivation level.

While sitting on his bed with his legs folded, Jared began his Focus
Technique.

Immediately, the spiritual stones outside in the yard started to exude
huge waves of spiritual energy.

The spiritual energy then rushed into his body.

However, none of the spiritual energy went inside Jared’s elixir field.

Instead, it was all absorbed by the Dragonslayer Sword.



After a whole night of cultivating, Jared realized the spiritual energy in
his body remained the same.

At the same time, the whole carload of spiritual stones had vanished.

Jared furrowed his brows in distress.

Does the Dragonslayer Sword need spiritual energy?

I can’t even replenish my own spiritual energy in time!

Now I have to cultivate on behalf of the sword as well?

“It’s time for breakfast!

” Right then, Lyanna was done preparing breakfast for Jared.

The moment Jared walked out of his room, he saw a table full of
sumptuous dishes.

“Oh?

I didn’t know you can cook.

” “I can do all the house chores!

When I was at Mapleton, I used to do everything on my own.

” Lyanna smiled and added, “If you marry me, you’ll get to have a
sumptuous breakfast every day!

” Jared froze for a while upon hearing that.

Why is she being so direct?

I never thought she was such a blunt person!

As a matter of fact, Lyanna was actually a better cook compared to
Josephine and Lizbeth.

“Oh, stop fooling around.

I have a girlfriend.

” Jared smiled awkwardly and sat down at the table.



“So what if you have a girlfriend?

Don’t you know the martial arts world allows polygamy?

In Mapleton, quite a few of the guys have a few wives!

” Lyanna replied candidly.

“Well, that’s Mapleton.

Here, there’s no such thing.

We have monogamous relationships and we practice gender equality
here,” Jared said while he was eating.

“How about this then?

I’ll be your mistress.

Am I not worthy to be your mistress?

” While she was saying that, she pressed her body against Jared.
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The Man’s Decree Chapter 748 Not Interested Just when Jared was
about to panic, someone pushed open the door to the mansion. Tommy
and Phoenix walked in. Upon seeing the scene inside the mansion,
Tommy and Phoenix turned their heads away immediately. “We’re sorry,
Mr. Chance. We didn’t know you have such a hobby early in the
morning. ” With that, the duo was about the leave when Jared stopped
them and said, “Stop right there! I’m just having breakfast.

Nothing’s going on here!

” As he spoke, he took the opportunity to stand up and get away from
Lyanna.
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“How did you guys know that I’m back?

” Jared asked.

Ever since he came back from Mapleton, he hadn’t informed the two of
them because he didn’t want to disrupt their efforts to strengthen
themselves.

Seeing how our enemies are all getting stronger, there isn’t much
Tommy and Phoenix could do in the future if they stay at being
Grandmasters.

In fact, Tommy and Phoenix were well aware of their limitations as well.

If they didn’t strengthen themselves, they might end up causing more
trouble than they were to solve them.

Hence, they had been working hard to cultivate with the help of Jared’s
boosting pills.

“Mr.

Grange told us,” Tommy answered hurriedly.

“So, what’s up?

” Jared knew Walter wouldn’t have told them his whereabouts for no
reason.

They must’ve gone to find Walter to ask about me.

“You’re the talk of the martial arts world after you defeated Xander,
Mr.

Chance.

Now, the states of Jazona and Nuthana are going to form a Martial
Alliance.

They’d like you to be the leader,” Phoenix explained.

“No.

I’m not interested in being a leader of anything.



” Jared rejected the idea without any hesitation.

I have too many things to deal with now.

What do I care about some Martial Alliance?

Let alone be the leader of it!

Upon hearing that, Tommy and Phoenix looked like they were caught in
a tight spot.

Jared noticed it and asked coldly, “Did you guys promise someone
otherwise to get some personal gains?

” Tommy and Phoenix were terrified upon hearing that.

“We wouldn’t dare, Mr.

Chance!

It’s just that I think you should still go over even if you aren’t interested
in being the leader.

The reason is that the Robinson family from Nuthana said they had
prepared an exquisite gift for you.

Apparently, the Robinsons’ previous generations were grave looters.

I think you might want to take a look at their collection of rare
treasures,” Tommy explained hastily.

“The Robinson family?

” Jared frowned.

He had never heard about them before.

I don’t think I’ve heard or met any Robinson when I was at Herb Palace
in Tayhaven Town for the martial arts meet.

“Mr.

Chance, the Robinson family isn’t one of those martial arts families.



However, they’re quite famous in Nuthana because their ancestors
used to be grave looters.

Everyone tried to cozy up to them because they have plenty of
expensive and rare treasures,” Phoenix explained.

In response, Jared nodded.

No wonder I’ve never heard about them before.

So, they’re not a martial arts family.

On second thought, perhaps it’s not a bad idea to follow Tommy and
Phoenix.

Since July 15th is only a few days from now, and I’m all out of spiritual
stone, I might find something useful over there!

“All right, then.

We’ll go over after I get changed.

” With that, Jared went into his room.

Lyanna walked up to Tommy and Phoenix curiously.

“Who is Jared to the two of you?

Why are you guys so scared of him?

” She was curious because she could tell Tommy and Phoenix weren’t
commoners.

In fact, they looked like they were quite capable.

Why do they respect Jared so much?

Tommy and Phoenix looked at each other and were a little baffled.

“Don’t you remember us, Ms.

Melanie?

”
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The Man’s Decree A Man Like None Other Chapter 749 Losing
Control Since Lyanna looked exactly like Melanie, Tommy and Phoenix
thought she was Melanie. In fact, Tommy and Phoenix were there when
Melanie sent Jared the bronze breastplate. Besides, Melanie was
present when Jared fought Xander in the arena. Since Tommy and
Phoenix were the people guarding the arena, it was safe to assume
Melanie would’ve seen both of them.

Just then, Jared walked out of his room and said, “She’s not Melanie.

She’s Melanie’s twin sister, Lyanna.

” Turning to look at Lyanna, he continued, “Lyanna, these two are my
subordinates.

So it’s only natural they have to obey my orders.

” “Oh?

You have subordinates?

” Lyanna looked at Jared in shock.

In response, Jared merely flashed a smile.

Being the overlord of the Dragon Sect, he had thirteen regiments of
subordinates at his disposal.

Although he had thousands of subordinates, most of them were
commoners.

In terms of abilities, they were no match for Mapleton.

After they had gotten out of the mansion, a look of envy flashed across
Tommy’s eyes.

He then whispered into Jared’s ear, “Not bad, My Lord!
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You’ve got yourself a pair of twins!

” Jared glared at him and said, “Just get the car!

” Tommy laughed and did as told.

When Phoenix saw that, she rushed toward the car and sat in the
passenger seat.

By doing so, Jared would have to sit with Lyanna at the back.

Since the seat that Jared wanted had been taken by Phoenix, he had no
choice but to sit with Lyanna.

Tommy and Phoenix couldn’t help but chuckle when they looked at
each other after checking the rearview mirror.

As for Jared, he was exasperated because Lyanna wouldn’t stop
seducing him when they sat together.

Not only was Lyanna born with the aptitude to bewitch, but she
smelled amazingly good.

So good that Jared almost lost control of himself.

What if I can’t help myself?

No, I can’t do this to Josephine!

After all, I already told Josephine that I’d save my virginity for her!

“Why are you trying so hard to hold yourself back?

Let loose, will you?

I won’t blame you if anything happens,” Lyanna urged seductively.

At that moment, Jared kept his eyes shut and turned away.

However, Lyanna’s smell was too hard to resist.

“Stop the car!

” He had had enough.



If I don’t change seats with Phoenix, I doubt I’d be able to control
myself.

Lyanna is too good at seduction!

In the end, Jared managed to switch seats with Pheonix with a
command.

By evening, Tommy and the rest had arrived at Lightspring, Nuthana.

Although the place wasn’t as prosperous as Jazona, it had incredible
scenery.

The whole city was surrounded by mountains and rivers, making it a
good place for vacations.

When Jared and the others arrived at the venue, they were greeted
very enthusiastically.

The people of Lightspring had even thrown a grand party to welcome
him.

So grand that Jared couldn’t help but feel embarrassed.

“Wow!

You’re very popular, huh?

” Lyanna was stunned when she saw how welcoming they were toward
Jared.

“Hi, Mr.

Chance!

It’s been a while!

” “Hi, Mr.

Chance!

How did you get so strong within such a short period of time?

You’re a genius!



” “Mr.

Chance, you’re the strongest youngster in both Jazona and Nuthana!

You’re such a role model for the younger generation!

” The moment Jared got out of the car, the crowd went up to him and
greeted him.

As for Lyanna, who was standing next to Jared, she had attracted quite
a bit of attention as well.

The youngsters in the crowd couldn’t help but spare her a few extra
glances.

She was simply too beautiful.

However, they dared not stare too much.

After all, she arrived with Jared.

No one knew for sure what was his relationship with her.
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The Man’s Decree Chapter 750 Old Acquaintances Some of the
youngsters were stunned by Lyanna’s beauty and could not stop staring
at her. They were chided by their family elders for doing that; some had
even gotten a beating for that. Staring at Jared’s female companion
was as good as courting death. Jared had also spotted some familiar
faces among the crowd, such as Luke and his son, Jesse, from the
Wagner family from Summerbank of Jazona.

There was also Lionel, the head of Extreme Fist Gym.

Standing behind Lionel were his disciples Landon and Fred, whom Jared
had seen at Tayhaven Town previously.

Spencer, the chief of Herb Palace was also present.
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As those people were long-time acquaintances of Jared, they
approached him to catch up with him at once.

However, with their statuses, Jesse, Landon, and Fred were not
qualified to talk to Jared.

As such, those three young men could only stand quietly by the side.

The three youngsters were filled with envy as they watched on.

Even though they were of similar ages as Jared, they were miles away
in terms of statuses and abilities as compared to the man.

“One day, Mr.

Chance would definitely become the brightest star in the martial arts
world…” Jesse commented in admiration.

This time, neither Landon nor Fred refuted his words.

Jared was still a Grandmaster at the previous martial arts meet.

Even at that time, he already seemed extremely out of reach.

However, at present, Jared had already progressed to a stage where he
could even defeat a Martial Arts Grandmaster.

It simply felt like a miracle!

“Jesse…” After exchanging a few words with his acquaintances from
the martial arts world, Jared noticed Jesse, who was standing behind,
and he called out to him.

“Mr.

Chance…” Jesse, feeling excited that Jared had greeted him first,
stepped forward immediately.

It was indeed a great honor to be able to speak with the man at such a
time.

In the past, Tommy was merely a little-known leader of a gang in
Horington and was a nobody.



However, as he stood behind Jared that day, many heads of martial arts
families were seen trying to strike up a conversation with him.

“Mr.

Chance…” Landon and Fred quickly rushed forward to greet Jared as
well.

However, the two men had extremely awkward expressions on their
faces, remembering how they had looked down on Jared at the
previous martial arts meet, especially Fred.

He had even attacked Jared during that time.

At the recollection of that scene, Fred could feel his cheeks heating up
in shame.

Jared nodded at the two men and acknowledged them with a slight
smile.

After that, he turned toward Jesse and patted the man’s shoulder
before saying, “Dude, it seems like your skills have gotten a lot
better…” Jesse chuckled and replied, “It’s all because of the pointers
you gave me, Mr.

Chance.

However, as compared to your skills, my improvement is nothing at
all…” “Work hard.

There are no shortcuts when it comes to practicing martial arts.

It is easy for us to go down the wrong path if we are too impatient…”
As Jared was not a martial artist, the progress of his cultivation
depended entirely on techniques and the resources available to him.

If he had ample spiritual energy, his progress would be even faster.

However, it was not the same for martial artists, who had to rely
entirely on hard work with no shortcuts available to them.

Even though using pills could aid in their cultivation, being diligent in
their practice was of utmost importance.



If they tried to take any shortcuts, they would probably end up like
Carlos, who had landed himself in a miserable state after practicing
sorcery and black magic.

“Mr.

Chance, I really appreciate your guidance!

” Jesse said sincerely.

“Shall we carry on the conversation inside?

Mr.

Chance, let’s go in now…” After Spencer made that suggestion,
everyone followed closely behind Jared as they made their way into
the hotel.

As it was a buffet banquet, everyone started eating after entering the
hotel and did not talk to Jared about the Martial Alliance.

After all, the man had been on the road the entire day, and it did not
seem appropriate to start discussing work immediately upon his arrival.

It was a welcome banquet, specially organized to celebrate the arrival
of Jared.

As the man would be staying for some time, they could talk about the
Martial Alliance after that.

Guests who were present at the banquet were all members of the
martial arts world, and ordinary people would not have the right to
attend.
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The Man’s Decree Chapter 751 Divine Cauldron “Mr. Chance, Shawn,
the head of the Robinson family, would like to speak to you. Would you
be free for that?” Just then, Spencer approached Jared and asked
softly. “Where is he? ” Jared was also curious to find out what the
Robinsons had prepared for him. “Mr. Chance, please follow me…”
Spencer said while leading Jared toward the back.
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After passing through a corridor, the two men arrived at a private
room.

Spencer pushed open the door, and Jared saw an elderly man around
the same age as Spencer sitting inside the room.

“Mr. Schmidt…”When the elderly man saw Spencer, he immediately
stood up and greeted him.

“Mr. Robinson, this is Mr.

Chance…” Spencer said, pointing to Jared, who was standing behind
him.

Shawn walked toward Jared eagerly at once and said enthusiastically,
“Mr.

Chance, I’ve heard of your name for a long time, but I haven’t gotten a
chance to meet you.

It’s really a great honor…” Shawn spoke to Jared in a respectful
manner.

After all, given Jared’s reputation, Shawn had to hold the man in high
esteem.

“Mr. Robinson, you flatter me…” Jared replied with a faint smile.

It was obvious to him that Shawn had a favor to ask of him.

After all of them were seated inside the room, Shawn poured Jared a
cup of tea.

“Mr. Robinson, since you’ve specially requested to meet Mr.

Chance, is there anything you would like to discuss?

” Spencer kick-started the conversation.

“That’s right.

I have a treasure that has been lying idly at the Robinson residence, and
it is such a waste.
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As such, I would like to give it to you, Mr.

Chance…” After saying that, Shawn opened a bag that was beside him
and took out a package from the bag.

As the man unwrapped the package that was wrapped in multiple
layers, an exquisite bronze cauldron was revealed.

Even though it was a palm-sized cauldron that was already rusty, the
carvings on the cauldron were still clearly visible.

“Mr. Chance, this bronze cauldron is an antique that our ancestors had
obtained.

It is rumored to have existed for a few thousand years.

We have kept it at home all this while, but now, I’m going to give it to
you.

I hope that it would be of some use to you, Mr.

Chance…” Shawn placed the bronze cauldron in front of Jared.

It was known that the earlier generations of the Robinsons were tomb
raiders.

Although Jared was aware that that was how the treasure was obtained,
he did not expose Shawn there and then.

Jared was not well-versed in artifacts, but he was slightly disappointed
at the small size of the cauldron.

What could it be used for?

Jared tried to feel for the presence of spiritual energy in the cauldron,
but there was none.

If that were the case, he would have no use for the item at all.

However, the man decided to cast his Exploration Power on the
cauldron while holding the object in his hand.

Very quickly, he felt a very familiar sensation.



Jared contemplated for a moment, and with a slight crease between his
brows, he activated all of his spiritual energy.

As the energy waves that were formed traveled toward the cauldron, a
buzzing sound rang out.

Buzz… Buzz… Buzz… The next moment, the rust that had covered the
cauldron started falling off as the object grew bigger into the size of a
plate.

Immediately after, a ray of green light flashed past, and a brand new
cauldron suddenly appeared in front of Jared and the other two men.

Shawn and Spencer gaped in shock when they saw that.

Both of them were completely unaware that the cauldron could grow in
size.

That was absolutely magical to them.

Jared was also momentarily stunned at the transformation of the
cauldron.

When he snapped out of his shock, his excitement grew, knowing that
there had to be something special about the vessel.

He could see green inscriptions engraved all over the cauldron, making
it seem extremely valuable.

Judging by how delicately crafted the cauldron was, Jared was sure
that it was definitely not an imitation as it was impossible to create
such a fine artifact using current technologies.

After studying the cauldron close-up, the man suddenly noticed the
word “Divine” carved on the inside of the vessel.

Could this be the Divine Cauldron?

Jared gasped in disbelief.
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The Man’s Decree Chapter 752 Request The Divine Cauldron was one
of the ten ancient divine tools! Jared had heard about the divine tools
from Draco previously, and he was surprised to have encountered one
himself that day.

The Divine Cauldron was an item that every healer desired to possess.

The man did not expect that he would come across such a treasure
during his first trip to Nuthana.

Jared had an astonished expression on his face as his eyes lit up with
excitement.

Then, he picked up the Divine Cauldron to examine its inscriptions.

From the form and casting method of the vessel, there was no doubt
that the cauldron was genuine.

It was the Divine Cauldron indeed!

Jared was feeling so overwhelmed that his hands were trembling.

It was an unexpected pleasant surprise for him indeed!

With the Divine Cauldron, he would be able to craft more advanced
pills.

He might even be able to produce the detoxification pill!

If he succeeded at doing that, Jared would definitely share the pills
with Tommy and Phoenix.

It would be wonderful if both Tommy and Phoenix could also enter the
heavenly realm with the potential detoxification effect that the pills
had on their bodies.

As much as Jared needed powerful abilities, he needed help as well.

If his companions were also masters of spiritual energy cultivation, he
would no longer have anything to fear.
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Shawn and Spencer exchanged glances after seeing how thrilled Jared
was.

Meanwhile, Shawn could feel his heart bleeding.

The cauldron had been lying idly at the Robinson residence for decades,
and the family had assumed that it was just an ordinary burial object.

Although they knew that it was valuable, to the Robinsons, the artifact
was nothing compared to the many other bigger cauldrons in their
possession.

Shawn had chosen the smallest cauldron to present to Jared, thinking
that it was the most worthless of the lot.

He had never expected that the vessel could increase in size.

Besides, just by looking at Jared’s expression, Shawn was certain that
the item was a treasure.

However, since he had already offered it to Jared, he could no longer
have it back.

“Mr.

Robinson, I am indeed very fond of this cauldron.

I shall accept your gift then.

If there is anything you need my help with, please feel free to ask.

” Jared swept his hand lightly across the cauldron, and instantly, the
object shrunk back into its original size.

After hearing what Jared said, Shawn was delighted, and the
frustration that he felt earlier dissipated instantly.

With his eyes gleaming with excitement, he said, “Mr.

Chance, since you’ve mentioned it, there is indeed something that I
need help with…” “What is it?

If it’s something I can be of assistance, I will gladly do it,” Jared replied,
hugging the Divine Cauldron in his arms.



As the man was thrilled that he had obtained such a rare treasure, he
agreed without hesitation.

After sweeping a glance at Spencer, Shawn said to Jared, “Mr.

Chance, I have heard that, apart from being skilled at martial arts, your
medical skills are also unparalleled.

Truth be told, my wife is seriously ill.

I hope that you can help to treat her.

” “Treat her?

” Jared was rather surprised at that request.

He did not expect that Shawn would give him such a generous gift just
for him to treat his wife.

Besides, judging by how close Spencer and Shawn seemed to be, Jared
wondered what sort of illness Shawn’s wife had that even the head of
the Herb Palace was unable to cure.

“Mr.

Robinson, is Mr.

Schmidt unable to treat your wife?

” Jared asked doubtfully.

Spencer’s face flushed red at that question, and he replied, “Mr.

Chance, I’m embarrassed to admit that I’ve tried treating her multiple
times but to no avail…” “If it’s something even Mr.

Schmidt is unable to cure, I guess it has to be a very rare disease.

I’ll make a trip to your home tomorrow to take a look…” Jared agreed,
nodding his head.

As it was already late at night, Jared felt that it was inappropriate to
see a female patient at that time.

“Thank you so much, Mr.



Chance.

Thank you…” Shawn thanked Jared profusely after the man agreed to
treat his wife.

“Mr.

Robinson, you can stop worrying now.

With Mr.

Chance’s medical skills, there is no illness that he can’t treat.

Besides, Mr.

Chance is also an expert at crafting pills.

His pills help in strengthening one’s body constitution as well as
enabling immunity to poisons.

” Spencer started complimenting Jared while Shawn nodded
continuously in agreement.

Jared glanced at Spencer helplessly.

With such flattery, it would not be a surprise if Shawn ended up
requesting two of those pills as well.
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